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November Issue – 2017EDITORIAL
I warmly invite you to enjoy our last Newsletter of the year. It reflects a 
very active last half of 2017, where once again unexpected resonances 
have woven between our events - as so beautifully written about by Jilla 
Benneyworth. 

Amongst these events are four which I would like to specifically mention 
as they have not been spoken of in any detail within these pages. Firstly, 
the two very important and successful modules on ‘Inner Schooling and 
Meditation’. One was led by Silke Sponheuer on “Let us be silent, that we may 
hear the Whisper of God”, in May, and the other by Cyril Coetzee on “Reading 
the Cosmic Script”, in November. Both of these were attended by several par-
ticipants who were new to the Society and who left deeply satisfied and 
committed to return.

Then between these two modules Michael Grimley led three afternoons, 
where he opened up ways to study the written works of Rudolf Steiner. 
Michael enabled us to glimpse with utter awe the profundity of what this in-
itiate has made available to us/humanity. 

Lastly I mention our final event of the year where Richard Goodall spoke 
with such clarity on humanity’s new possibility of “Creating out of noth-
ing”. This being our newest possibility and also our obligation to the spiritual 
world in the time of Consciousness Soul development. It arises through our 
own efforts of self-development and through awakening deep interest and 
therefore new experiences in all that we perceive. This awakened, interest-
ed perceiving brings with it whole New Possibilities. New in that they are 
not fuelled by necessities from the past, not given or driven from outside or 
from our karma. It is from this new ‘I’ faculty, that new enlivened thoughts, 
new feelings and new impulses to act are awakened in us. They are awak-
ened through what we experience in our souls when we perceive what lives 
in the relationships BETWEEN ‘things’. When we offer these newly created 
experiences up to the spiritual world we bring into being true nourishment 
for the Spirits of Personality who are the Time Spirits. The Spiritual Worlds 
have until the awakening of this “I” possibility always poured into us their 
substance that we may exist and develop. Now it is the time in which we 
can, and therefore must, create out of nothing - other than out of what lives 
in relationships between us and all else a new substance to offer in return, 
that our Time Spirit, Michael, can lift up and use for his own further develop-
ment and  for the rightful furtherance of all Evolution. 

So, for this New Year ahead, may I invite you all to join with me in striving to 
‘create the new that needs to come’ – ‘the new that needs to be loved into 
life for the future’

‘a New Appreciation of Rain’

Caroline Hurner
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Eddie Dawes 
28 September 1933 – 22 September 2017

 – Recollections from conversations 

Eric Hurner had with Eddie seven 

months before he died.
Eddie Dawes was one of the great pioneers of Waldorf Education in South Africa. My 
memories of him date back to the time he joined the Waldorf School around 1968, not 
long after we moved to Constantia, bringing with him his two older children. Jenny, the 
younger one, went to my mother’s Kindergarten and though I knew her only fleeting-
ly, she has remained in my memory due to the many times my mother, Janine Hurner, 
spoke of her in conversation as one of the children that deeply touched her heart. 
Janine and Eddie became good friends – a friendship that endured through the ups 
and downs within the movement.

With his youthfulness and enthusiasm, black hair and dark-rimmed spectacles accentu-
ating the sparkle in his eyes, he made an impression even on us high school students, 
who sometimes hardly knew the names of new primary school teachers. Amongst 
a staff consisting almost exclusively of immigrants, Eddie was unmistakeably South 
African and brought with him a command of Cape Town slang and a mild irreverence 
that was a part of who we were.

A few years later, when I began to participate in anthroposophical events, Eddie stood 
out as one of those most supportive to the views and experiences of young people, 
one of the easiest to talk to. He was also the one who offered and organised my job as a 
teacher at the Michael Mount Waldorf School with its central consequences for my life. 
After that I got to know him a lot better. Finally, I was able to hold two long interviews 
with him not long before he died. These outlined an astonishing spiritual guidance 
and productive destiny of an extraordinary individual and carrying member of Waldorf 
Education in South Africa.

The threads of destiny that were to determine his life’s work are obvious even in his 
youth in Pinelands, Cape Town. He was born on 28 September 1933 to an Afrikaans 
mother and a Welsh father, into what was then a developing, progressive residential 
community of rising personalities. Active in his church, he was soon teaching Sunday 
school, where he met R. H. du Toit of the United Party, who introduced him to politics. 

But another neighbour was Colin Eglin, founding member and pres-
ident of the Progressive Party, who convinced him to join with their 
network of younger people, an early political action which gave 
him his future interest in youth work altogether. Yet another neigh-
bour was Dudley Williams, later treasurer and co-founder of the 
Waldorf school, a central pillar for many years and largely respon-
sible for the School’s financial survival. At the time neither of them 
had heard of Waldorf Education. After Eddie completed his school-
ing at Observatory Boy’s High, at a loss for what to do next, Dudley, 
as director of Southern Life Insurance, suggested he join his compa-
ny. Eddie worked there for three years, then joined Price-Forbes, who 
transferred him to Rhodesia in order to help set up their brokerage 
there.

“I had an absolute ball there,” he remembered. “I was extremely busy 
in the corporate world and as secretary of the Insurance Institute as 
well. Rhodesia was rocking in those days. They were building the 
Kariba Dam. The tobacco auction headquarters were in Salisbury – 
huge events to which buyers from America, China and other coun-
tries came to buy their tobacco. It was a young, vibrant country. The 
government was attracting a lot of South Africans to start tobacco 
farms. And being brokers, we were getting all of this business. The 
Ford motor company started and brought us their business because 
we were Lloyd’s brokers and I was in that whole thing up to my eyes, 
loving every moment of it”

Then, around 1964, he read an article in a newspaper lying on his 
desk about the recently founded Waldorf School in Johannesburg.

“So I read this article and I just lit up like a shot. Days later I was in 
Johannesburg. I just said to the boss I was off. I told Anne – my young 
son was then four or five - I was quickly going up to Jo’burg to see 
this thing. You could do that sort of thing in those days. I arrived at 
Oxford Road, met by Graham Slaughter and met with the staff – the 
whole lot. There was a woman there called Ella Snoek – Hans van der 
Stok’s wife.’

‘They said, “Thank God you’re here! One of our teachers, (I forget her 
name), at this time of the month always has a few days off.”

‘I thought, what kind of a school is this? But anyway, they asked, 
could I jump in the breech?

‘I said, “You’re crazy, I’ve just come to see the place. I read your article 
up in Rhodesia.”

‘Anyway, this class was waiting for me, as it was a normal school day 
with many teachers and many hiccups. That’s how I found myself 
in the classroom. The place stank! I could hardly breathe! So I asked 
them to close all the windows and closed the door and I told them 
about Rhodesia and about the building of the Kariba Dam. I didn’t 
know what to do with them, so I told them those kinds of things. 
They seemed to get involved and in the end the bell rang and I 
said, “Just before you go, you can open the windows and let some 
air in. Oh, and by the way, who was tramping on those stinkboont-
jies?” (You know what stinkboontjies are? They’re those beans from 
Jacaranda trees – smell like dog turd.) So they laughed about that. 
‘So I said I was quite interested, it was very nice.”

On his return to Salisbury, he broke the news to his wife that he 
wished to teach in such a school, resigned from his post and 
they moved to South Africa. After a brief initial period at the 
Johannesburg school, some money was made available by the Basil 
Gibaud Fund for him to go to Cape Town and join the training course 
run by Max Stibbe. The meeting with Stibbe proved to be, as he put 
it, “one of the few occasions when something “‘happened’ in my life”. 
The two became close friends, with Eddie becoming the main pillar 
of support on whom Stibbe could depend until the end of his life. 
Though he returned to teach in Johannesburg for a time, he found 
the situation there rather disorganised, spoke to Max Stibbe who 
offered him a position in Cape Town once more, this time as class 
teacher for a Class 5. As he and I looked at the photograph of his erst-
while class together, he still knew what many of those children had 
done with their lives and had a host of stories to tell about their vari-
ous escapades.

One of the conditions of obtaining the Gibaud funding had been 
that he hold three public lectures on Anthroposophy. Max Stibbe 
chose the themes for him. The first was on the working of cyanogen 
in the thinking processes of mankind. The second was on the history 
of the British race up to the development of the consciousness soul 
and third on the meaning of the races from the time of Atlantis and 
their role in human development.

 “Thanks, Max,” he said to Stibbe, for giving him, as he put it, “that 
hunted feeling” for months, wherever he went as he tried to prepare 
these themes. On the other hand, it gave him the basis of all of his 
other anthroposophical work and teaching in the years to come – 
concepts he used again and again in his lesson preparation, teacher 
training and talks on Waldorf Education.

This period came to an abrupt end when, in what he described as 
the biggest shock of his life, Max Stibbe was asked to leave the 

... Also taking place that year was a school festival celebrating “History through the 
ages.”  I decided, together with my class, to build a Trojan Horse. The designer was Tony 
Pritchard who passed away in October of last year.  We worked steadfastly every week-
end under the guidance and watchful eye of Tony.  After the festival this huge gold 
painted horse took pride of place near the entrance of the school. The trees we now see 
at the school had not yet been planted so the school road, the school entrance and the 
Golden Horse were very visible to passing traffic. At that time the famous earthquake of 
29th September 1969 occurred at 10pm that night. This true account was given by Joy 
Pritchard (and was also published in a local newspaper) “A woman was driving down 
Spanschematriver during the earthquake, when a GOLDEN HORSE was caught in the 
headlights of her car. She thought the world was coming to an end and put foot on the 
accelerator, not stopping until she ran out of petrol in Beaufort West!”. 

Constantia Waldorf’s Golden Horse – by Eddie Dawes
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Classes with 
Eddie Dawes
Eddie Dawes was our 

most amazing Technology, 

Mineralogy, Animal Studies and 

Science lecturer
Centre for Creative Education · 

Constantia Waldorf School. It shattered his young idealism and he, 
together with a couple of other teachers, left the school. For a short 
time, he and Stibbe ran a little school initiative, teaching a small num-
ber of remedial children, but this could not pay for the family and 
so Eddie moved to Johannesburg once more. Here, for the next 14 
years, he gradually became the carrying teacher, seeing the school 
through its many difficulties right to the establishment of its high 
school in 1980. Max Stibbe followed him shortly afterwards, taking 
up residence in Pretoria, giving courses of lectures at a Kindergarten 
called “The Gollywog”, which Eddie helped to organise, providing 
transport and all the basic facilities Stibbe needed. Shortly after-
wards, Stibbe began teaching another group of difficult remedial 
children. It was Eddie who, on Max Stibbe’s request, telephoned Zelia 
Roelofse at her job with Prince Solms in Somerset West, to join Stibbe 
once more in Pretoria and this was how the Fountain School, which 
has since become the Waldorf School on Rosemary Hill, was found-
ed. On Stibbe’s death in 1973, he left letters behind for Eddie, Louw 
Pretorius and Chris Wegerif, requesting each one to speak at his fu-
neral, officiating in lieu of a church minister in recounting his life and 
work. In this manner, what Eddie described as a deep karmic relation-
ship was fulfilled for him.

Meanwhile his marriage to Anne Dawes had become increasingly  
estranged and in Johannesburg, the couple divorced, an arrange-
ment where he often took on the primary parenting role in the years 
to come. 

Together with Rupert Bräunlich, the first teacher in the country to 
complete the full cycle from Class 1-7, it was Eddie’s class that was to 
pioneer the Michael Mount High School. It is one token of his con-
tinued interest in youth work and in issues beyond the confines of 
his teaching job. He was also amongst the founders and mainstays 
of the Southern African Federation of Waldorf Schools, already sev-
eral years before its final constitution and incorporation at the end 
of the 1970s. During those years he was also invited by Steyn Krige 
and Mark Henning to join the Headmaster’s Conference of the 
Association of Private Schools, which was already in the mid-1970s 
negotiating with the Minister of Education, in the person of Piet 
Koornhof, for the schools to become integrated and be allowed to 
accept the children particularly of Black diplomats residing in South 
Africa. This was a theme that accompanied him from his early days in 
the Progressive Party until the end of his life.

When Eddie was 49, he was confronted by another great shock and 
total disruption of his life. The rapid growth of the high school and 
many new teachers led to a division of personalities principles of co-
work into two parties within the College of Teachers and the School 
board. Eddie Dawes and Zelia Roelofse, who had always been firm 
friends, were on one side together with a few other colleagues, the 
rest on the other. The two were asked to resign, four other teach-
ers leaving together with them. For Eddie, this meant starting from 
scratch, as the upheaval shook the entire Federation of Waldorf 
Schools at the time. He decided to move to Windhoek, where he 
soon found work at St Pauls school and lecturing at the Technicon 
there on teaching didactics. Besides this, he was helping out at an 
anthroposophical nursery school founded and run by Heidrun von 
Bach. It was the only Waldorf initiative, so he helped with a lot of 
handyman jobs and woodwork.

One of the teachers of this nursery school left. Not long after, on a 
day when Eddie was doing some work there, a young woman from 

Holland, Wilma, arrived, having applied for the job after finishing her 
degree. The two hit it off instantly, an event where “something hap-
pened in his life”. just as it did with Max Stibbe years before. They 
moved together soon after. After Wilma had been there for a time, 
she was invited to attend one of the teachers’ conferences of the SA 
Federation of Waldorf Schools. There Janine Hurner approached her 
and asked if, coming from Windhoek, she had perhaps any news of 
a Waldorf teacher called Eddie Dawes. Indeed, Wilma admitted, they 
were in fact living as a couple. One thing led to another and soon 
both of them moved to Durban, where Eddie took a class and Wilma 
one of the Kindergarten groups. It was in Durban that the couple got 
married, a relationship that brought a stability and contentment into 
his life that he had never known before.

During those years the great political transition was happening 
throughout the country, with a lot of attention paid to the role of 
Education in the future South Africa. Also the Novalis Institute start-
ed a programme called “Putting the Heart Back Into Teaching”, to 
assist in this process. The programme was to be implemented coun-
try-wide, so Eddie received a call from Ralph Shepherd, whom he 
had known since his days in Rhodesia, asking if he would become in-
volved in Durban. The idea was to hold a series of courses in Waldorf 
methods for teachers and principals of Durban’s Indian, Coloured and 
Black schools. Eddie began to organise things together with Ralph 
and a few of the other colleagues from the Roseway Waldorf School 
and soon these activities took on a life of their own, keeping every-
one occupied. In the meanwhile, Eddie’s class at Roseway had got 
quite small and he felt quite critical of the way certain issues there 
were being managed, so, when he was offered a permanent position 
with the Novalis Institute in Cape Town, he and Wilma accepted and 
moved to the South with their two small children. 

The programme met with great success for some years but after the 
funding ran out, Eddie, together with other co-workers at Novalis, 
were left to find other work within the Waldorf schools in the area. 
So, at short notice, Eddie was available to take over the class of 
Bernard le Roux at Michael Oak. After three years, he was asked to 
join the Khanyisa School but at the same time began mentoring a 
number of teachers. It got him involved in the founding processes of 
the Hermanus Waldorf School as well as other new initiatives, such 
as the attempt to found a Waldorf school in Salisbury (now Harare) . 
He became involved with the initiators of the schools in Kenya, lec-
turing and giving courses there on a regular basis. Then, at one of his 
lectures in Nairobi, he met a couple that wished to found a school in 
Dar es Salaam. For the next 20 years, together with Peter van Alphen, 
Eddie participated in programmes offered in East Africa, the last of 
them at the beginning of 2016. As he said, “It was always my dream 
that the Federation would not be limited to South Africa but would 
spread into Africa. That was my dream and it has happened.”

In overview it can be said that when Eddie moved to Cape Town in 
1994 his work as a teacher of teachers began in earnest. Importantly 
he associated himself with the Rudolf Steiner College now known as 
the Centre for Creative Education, first  in the part-time course and 
then in the full-time course. Here he could teach his favourite sub-
jects to the students whom he inspired, right till the end of his life. 
The death of Eddie this spring marks the end of an extremely rich 
and well lived biography which spans a period of almost unimagina-
ble transformation and development in the world and in this country.

Eric Hurner
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Malcolm 
Attfield
One of our members for 36 years, crossed the 

threshold on the 18th September. He was a quiet 

and thoughtful man who read and studied having a 

particular interest in the starry skies. He was always 

respectful of others, steadfast and took his tasks 

seriously. We can thank Malcolm for the design of 

our light shades up in the Group Room.

From Cecilia
Malcolm Attfield – I remember such a kind human being, very 
thoughtful in the task he took on. Gentle as very few men I have met 
are and in his quiet way a very independent individual. 

I will always remember Malcolm’s presence in the Christian 
Community life, especially helping in the Consecration of Man, but 
also taking care of the candles for the service. I think of the word rev-
erence  in his quiet way and in a constant commitment. 

Malcolm always present in the Christian Community Fair, in my prefer 
section, Second Hand Book sale with John!, also Malcolm and his ca-
mara and photos supporting the the Christian Community life.

Also memories come of a Christian Community Retreat in Hermanus 
when he again help in the service and worked deeply with our work 
with the Our Father’s  first two lines ‘Our Father who art in Heaven 
and hallowed be thy Name’.

Thank you Malcolm, with deep appreciation and recognition for 
what you did and brought to all of us.

“ Blessed are the meek,   

   for they shall inherit the earth”               
                               Matthew 5:5   

Condolences
Michael Oak sends its deepest sympathy to Cleonah Erasmus, 
her mother Colleen and grandmother Shireen on the re-
cent passing of Malcolm Attfield, grandfather, father and hus-
band long associated with our school. As a parent in the 
pioneering years of the early 1970’s, Malcolm willingly helped 
with many of the building and garden developments which be-
came a foundation for what we enjoy today. It is with gratitude 
and sincere condolences that we remember Malcolm Attfield. 
 (Michael Oak Waldorf School weekly newsletter)

Malcolm Attfield’s last request.
Some of the last studies that Malcolm Attfield occupied himself with be-
fore he became seriously ill were from Rudolf Steiner’s lecture titled “The 
significance of spiritual science for moral action”. He sent us extracts 
and requested it to be published in the next Wind Call, if suitable and 
space permitting. It is, however, too long for our purposes but to honour 
Malcolm’s request we quote the last paragraph: “Just as the seed of the 
plant brings forth blossoms in the future, so will Theosophy bring forth 
human blossoms, if it is planted into man’s soul. Human morality will 
arise. Theosophy is the seed, the soul is the receptacle and morality is the 
blossom and fruit of the plant-like being of man.” Rudolf Steiner (Bielefeld, 
March 6, 1911 – GA 127).

 Thank you, dear Malcolm. Marilize – Wind Call

Condolences 
Malcolm Attfield was born 23rd July 1941 and died on 18th 
September 2017 after having been ill for some time. Malcolm is 
greatly missed by his Community friends. He is fondly remembered 
for many things, not the least his quiet, thoughtful presence and 
his respectful and courteous attitude to his fellows. Our condolenc-
es go to his wife, Shirreen and the family. 

Marilize – Wind Call

Such a picture as that contemplated in advance by the occult re-
searcher is ghastly to behold. But woe to those who, like the os-
trich, do not want to look at the danger and wish to shut their 
eyes before the truth. For it is just this that lulls us into error and 
illusion, while a bold look at the truth imparts the greatest moral 
impulses. If human beings listen to what truth says to them they 
will feel, “You are lying.” Then there will arise in them an image of 
the effect of this lie upon human nature in the Jupiter condition, 
the image that shows that the lie creates a slimy, pestilent breath 
for the future. This image, arising again and again, will be a reason 
to direct the impulses of the soul to what is healthy, for no one 
who really knows the consequences of immorality can in truth 
be immoral, for one is called upon to teach the true consequenc-
es that result from the causes. One should in fact direct people’s 
attention to them while they are still children. Immorality exists 
only because people have no knowledge. Only the darkness of 
untruth makes immoral actions possible.

To be sure, what can thus be said concerning the connection 
between immorality and ignorance should not be intellectual 
knowledge but wisdom. Knowledge by itself participates in im-
morality and if it turns into sophisticated cleverness it can even 
be roguery, while wisdom will affect the human soul in such a 
way that the soul rays forth truth, innermost morality.

My dear friends, it is true that to establish morality is difficult; to 
preach morality is easy. To establish morality means to establish 
it out of wisdom, and one must first have this wisdom. Here we 
see that it was after all a rather intelligent utterance on the part of 
Schopenhauer when he said that to establish morality is difficult.

Thus we see how unfounded it is when people who do not re-
ally know theosophy come and say that it contains no moral in-
centives. Theosophy shows us what we accomplish in the world 
when we do not act morally. It provides wisdom, and from this 
very wisdom morality streams forth. There is no greater arro-
gance than to say that one need only be a good person and all 
will be in order. The trouble is that one must first know how one 
goes about really being a good person. Our contemporary con-
sciousness is very arrogant when it wishes to reject all wisdom. 
True knowledge of the good requires that we penetrate deeply 

into the mysteries of wisdom, and this is inconvenient, for it re-
quires that we learn a great deal.

So when people come and tell us that reincarnation and karma 
lay the foundation for an egotistical morality we can thus reply, 
“No! True theosophy shows man that when he does something 
immoral it is roughly the same as if he were to say, ‘I’m taking a 
sheet of paper to write a letter,’ and then takes a match and sets 
fire to the sheet of paper. That would be grotesque nonsense. 
A person finds himself in the same situation with respect to a 
wrong action or an immoral attitude.”

To steal means the same thing for the real, deeper human es-
sence as when one lies. If one steals, one plants into the essen-
tial human being the seed that will cause one to develop a 
slimy, repulsive substance and to surround oneself with pesti-
lent odors in the future. Only if one lives in the illusion that the 
truth is in the present moment can one do such a deed. In steal-
ing, man places into himself something that amounts to the 
same thing as a flaying of the human being. If man knows this 
he will no longer be able to do an immoral deed; he will not be 
able to steal. Just as the plant seed sends forth blossoms in the 
future so too will theosophy, if it is planted in the human soul, 
send forth human blossoms, human morality. Theosophy is the 
seed, the soul is the nourishing ground and morality is the blos-
som and fruit on the plant of the developing human being.. 
 (http://wn.rsarchive.org/Lectures/19110306p01.html)

We reproduced these last 5 last 5 paraphas of“The significance 
of spiritual science for moral action” to honour  Malcolm Attfield 
request.

The Significance of Spiritual 
Research for Moral Action
The last 5 paraphas of a lecture  by Rudolf Steiner  

– Bielefeld, March 6, 1911 – GA 127
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Something very deep and 

moving happened both 

for our country and Africa 

through Anthroposophy  

at the recent IPMT AFRICA 

Module this year.

It was our culminating 5th event! 
During the previously four years we had worked 
with the view of the human beings, first from 
the perspective of the physical body, then the 
etheric, then the astral and lastly the Ego/”I 
Organisation”. This year to close we had reached 
THE PENULTIMATE THEME OF THE SOCIAL REALM, 
with its aspects of healing in all walks of life e.g. the 
earth (agriculture), economics and education. 

Out at Goedgedact farm, beyond Malmesbury 
we were 106 participants. Our theme was Social 
Responsibility and so many of Michaela Glöckler’s 
evening lectures addressed qualities and methods 
to evolve Individual Competence from which place 
then to serve Social Competence. It was a joy to 
have such a large proportion of BD farmers (about 
a quarter). However, the most incredible experience 
was meeting the participants from all over Africa - 
40 in all. These amazing people make one humble.  
Their comprehension of spirit, their sense of com-
munity and service, plus their joy in life was leav-
en for us all. So much was achieved. Sadly over 70 
African delegates could not make it, having either 
been unable to raise funds for their flight or not 
feeling able to leave their country due to unrest. But 
by far the majority were denied visas.

International  
Post-Graduate Medical 
Training IPMT Africa  
Sept 2017
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IPMT South Africa  

– a personal perspective by 

Anne Bruzas, KZN
When I first heard about the IPMT I was delighted that such an 
amazing thing could be happening. It was like the Goetheanum 
was coming to us. 

I have been studying Anthroposophy for about 30 years and the 
presentations and observation work that we have done, have 
brought familiar ideas alive for me in a new and exciting way. This last 
IPMT, the fifth year in South Africa, brought a whole new dimension. 
From the very beginning of the planning it was noticeable that so-
cial processes are not easy but if one can manage to keep working 
at them, then the rewards are definitely worth the effort. The jour-
ney that Julia took through Africa to invite participants was extraor-
dinary, full of courage and enthusiasm. For me, meeting people from 
all over Africa, living and working together for the week, opened up 
my mind and heart further to the extraordinariness of ordinary peo-
ple. It left me with new insights, new possibilities and a joyful enthu-
siasm for the future.

All of us who attended this week need to thank Hans Mulder, 
from New Zealand, who dedicatedly led the BD Workshops and 
fired all those who attended with enthusiasm and purpose to find 
a way forward throughout Africa. This led to the forming of the 
ALL AFRICAN BIODYNAMIC AGRICULTURE PLATFORM 

We are also extremely grateful to our sponsors who made this 
event possible for without this sponsorship many of our guests 
would not have managed financially to undertake this journey. 
Galina Kotzuba must be commended in her role as Fundraiser, 
and we now wish her well as she moves to Berlin to nurse at 
the Anthroposophical hospital there. Then lastly, we need to 
acknowledge the huge task which  Julia O’Leary carried – the  
initiation and the follow through of all the organizational tasks that 
enabled this ‘miraculous’ week to happen. We know how sincerely 
Julia carries our Continent and its people so lovingly within her heart 
… and we have humbly witnessed the effect of this Impulse of Love. 
Thank you Julia, we can sense what you have done for the future of 
the whole of Africa.

I will close with the words of Remmie Kimera, a Nurse who began 
and runs an orphanage in Uganda:

“My experience of the IPMT training week was 

beyond my imaginings, you cannot equate it to 

anything. What I was able to carry away with 

me is more precious than gold itself. I learnt so 

much and I intend to incorporate most of the 

knowledge into my work.”
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Fruits that will 
Ripen from the 
International 
Post-Graduate 
Medical Training 
AFRICA 
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During the IPMT training week 

THE ALL AFRICAN BIODYNAMIC 

PLATFORM was founded. This 

platform will now organize in 

Nairobi, Kenya, an All African 

Anthroposophic Training, which 

will take place from the 1st to the 

8th August 2018 at the Franciscan 

Centre, Nairobi, Kenya.  It will have 

the same format, as with the IPMT, 

of a full week. However, it will be 

open to people of all professions 

who want to learn about the 

anthroposophic inspiration.

Caroline Hurner
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The Wider Movement is a free and fairly loose association of individuals, 
initiatives and organizations which derive inspiration and insights from the 
work of Rudolf Steiner and others since him, applying this to some extent 
in their own work. We realise that there are a surprising number of such 
individuals and groupings! Having found its impetus in the Western Cape, 
from February we we will extended our efforts to invite and add similar 
initiatives who would like to join The Wider Movement  across South Africa 
and the continent. The Wider Movement is motivated by the wish to meet 
and communicate with each other, to share experiences and expertise and 
to better support our initiatives. 

The Wider Movement website (TWM) is a voluntary and free service provided 
by certain individuals in support of other individuals and organizations whose 
work finds its impetus and ways of working in Anthroposophy. We would like 
to invite you to become part of the movement so that, as active individuals, 
we can meet and communicate . with appreciation of Anthroposophy as our 
common platform1. 

When Wilfried Bohm attended the last Country Representative meeting at the 
Goetheanum, he was invited to do a presentation about TWM and its website 
and was very well received , especially as it is similar to ideas being developed 
by the Goetheanum leadership and other country representatives. Michaela 
Gloeckler was very happy to learn that the plan was to extend this effort to 
reach the rest of South Africa and Africa as a whole. The Wider Movement 
initiative and its website were also very well received when they were presented 
in the recent International  Post-Graduate Medical Training (IPMT) in the Cape. 
We  already have a list of initiatives to contact in January 2018, to expand our 
reach within South Africa and the rest of Africa.  

In the future, we at The Wider Movement also envisage other activities of mutual 
benefit such as occasional  ‘Round Table’ gatherings where, with our varied 
experiences, skills and services, we can work together in better solving our 
challenges.

The launch of the Wider 
Movement website thewidermovement.org.za

Categories to list initiatives that derive 

inspiration and insights from the work 

of Rudolf Steiner:
SOCIO-CULTURAL
ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
SOCIAL CHANGE
ORGANISATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT
SOCIAL CHANGE
LIBRARY

AGRICULTURE
FARMS
BDAASA
HORTICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL TRAINING
GARDENING SERVICES
ARBORIST
CONSULTANCY

PROFESSIONAL  
& CONSULTANTS
ARCHITECTURE
ART & DESIGN 
LEGAL
ORGANISATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT
PUBLISHING

FINANCIAL SERVICES
MEDICAL & THERAPEUTIC
MEDICAL PRACTICE
THERAPIES
CURATIVE EURYTHMY
NURSING
PHARMACEUTICS
COUNSELLING
MIDWIFES

EDUCATION
PRE-SCHOOL
SCHOOLS
CURATIVE EDUCATION
TERTIARY EDUCATION
ADULT EDUCATION

TRADING
MARKETS
CONSUMER GROUPS

RESIDENT COMMUNITIES
CAMPHILL
RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES 
RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY

Sample Page from http://www.thewidermovement.org.za/16-the-art-of-being.html

Sample Page from http://www.thewidermovement.org.za/initiatives.html

Reaching from February 2018  the 

rest of South Africa and Africa

1. - The Wider Movement is not an organ of the 

 Anthroposophical Society,  which is not responsible for the  

activities of The Wider Movement
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ACTIVE 
PRACTICAL 
LOVE 
workshop by Tessabella 

Lovemore.

I have just attended this profound weekend of learning. 
To say that it has shaken me right from my head to my 
toes and out of my comfort zone, is a mild description of 
the impact her work has had on my world.

I have had the privilege and blessing of tapping into 
Tessabella’s wisdom for 8 years already. Doing this work-
shop has deepened my understanding immensely. She 
has the most gentle and creative way of explaining our 
realities. She makes these mind blowing concepts so 
real and tangible that it feels like I can really take them to 
heart and into my life. Her practical guidelines are clear 
and not over intimidating which means that they have 
real value for me. Something that is not just concept but 
workable in my immediate day to day reality.

I am hugely grateful to all at Sophia House for facilitating 
the weekend.  I feel that it has truly changed me which is 
not something I say lightly.

                   Heidi Evans

Three questions were sent out to eurythmists and 
speech artists worldwide:

What aspects of your language give it its character?

How would you describe the spirit of the language in its relation 
to eurythmy and creative speech? 

Can you give a few characteristic examples that illustrate how 
you work artistically with the language spoken in your country?

Through the responses of nearly 100 respondents, one is awoken 
to the extra-ordinary linguistic masterpieces and spiritual signposts 
formed from two basic ‘ingredients’ – consonants and vowels (blend-
ed with rhythm, and stress or pitch patterns). “Ah-ha!” moments 
erupt from every page, so choosing a few examples is like having a 
whale-bone corset tightened around the torso – a painful exercise in 
restricted breathing or ‘en-spiriting’ – which is an appropriate lead-in 
to a revelation from Slovak.

While in English the connection between ‘spirit’ and ‘air’ is opaque, 
revealed indirectly in ‘inspiration’ and in scientific, latinate terms 
such as ‘respiration’ and ‘spiracle’, for Slovak speakers the connection 
is transparent:- ‘duch’ is ‘spirit’ and ‘vzduch’ is ‘air’. For eurythmists, 
therefore, the perception is clear that they are surrounded by ‘spirit’ 
when they move.

Another Slovak revelation:- Láska  means ‘love’. When it is whispered 
it becomes hláska  meaning ‘sound’. So every sound we utter can or 
deserves to be heard as an aspect of ‘spoken love’.

The name of the Slavic language group itself, that includes Russian, 
Polish, Serbian, Czech, Slovak and Croatian, derives from the root 
word slovo, meaning ‘word’.  The Slavic peoples can thereby be 
called ‘the bearers of the Word ’, and Slovakia (and presumably 
Slovenia) the countries of the Word.

Sharing with the Slavic languages the vast range of consonan-
tal sounds is Georgian, the language of the Caucasus Mountains. 
Although Georgians call their country Sakartwelo, the meaning of 
the Greek word georgios is revealing – the human being working on 
earth (geography, geology – the earth sciences). One native speak-
er posits that the genius of the Georgian language could be a tiller 
of the soil, given that the country’s terrain is so challenging to work 
with. The depth of certain Georgian sounds would seem to corrobo-
rate this – “Physically, some sounds arise out of such depths that only 
Georgians can pronounce them.”

This seems also to point to the fact that a particular language moulds 
the physiognomy and musculature of the face (and in Georgian, 
maybe of the throat and larynx as well). With this in mind, the com-
ments of a Japanese eurythmist are particularly revealing.  She 

notes that the “European palate is like a dome of height” while that 
of a Japanese “is flatter and lower.” This is reflected in the traditional 
Japanese dwelling characterized by a low ceiling. She describes the 
language as “a sculpture in relief ”. 

Then there is the riddle (and revelation) of how different languages 
speak the concept of “I”. Eastern languages like Thai and Japanese 
use many words for it, depending on gender, age and status. In 
Japan, one refers to oneself as jibun: “I am part of the whole”, but ac-
cording to Yoichi Usami,* this has hindered the emergence of the in-
dividual (the image of a figure on a sculpture relief seems apt again, 
emergent but not yet free). This Janus-like ambivalence could link 
with the concept of Ubuntu – a positive value but with the potential 
hindering of individual consciousness and conscience.

This in turn links to the one, vast, silence in this work of research 
and revelation – the languages of Africa. While the background of 
teaching Eurythmy to Xhosa students is described, someone unac-
quainted with the sounds or structure of the language would remain 
unacquainted. So the challenge exists to be taken up – the bring-
ing to the fore of anthroposophical artistic exploration of the unique 
qualities of South Africa’s languages. This could also include the ton-
ally inflected languages of the African diaspora such as Shona from 
Zimbabwe and the Congolese languages.

Rising north through those sonorous lands, one comes to the 
country of the Christ’s incarnation and the language he spoke in – 
Aramaic. Daliya Paz characterizes it as “full of breath and fire sounds,” 
but not from a “burning, flaming fire, rather a warm deep heat… 
Hebrew (a sister language) is very powerful. One can create the world 
as described in Genesis… In Hebrew, it is very easy to command! 
Aramaic has a feeling of kindness. And you rather ask than com-
mand. Hebrew expresses wisdom, Aramaic expresses love.” 

The English translation of a Norwegian poem by Olav H. Hauge (born 
1961) seems a fitting way to finish this dipping into the revelations of 
36 languages.:-

Don’t bring me the whole truth,
Don’t bring me the ocean for my thirst,
Don’t bring me the sky when I ask for light, 
But bring me the dew, the lustre, the flake,
Just as the birds carry water drops after a bath
And the wind a grain of salt. 

* Newsletter for the Performing Arts No 67, Michaelmas 2017, page 23

The Cosmos of Words
– revelations from 36 languages
While the Easter 2017 Newsletter from the Goetheanum’s Section for the Performing Arts is ostensibly for euryth-

mists and speech artists, I would recommend spending time with its revelations to anyone in awe of how 

The Word is revealed, in awe of how profound this quintessentially human capacity for Speech truly is. 

Yvette Worrall
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While travelling in Europe I met an extraordinary person 
on three occasions: First at the AGM of the GLS, the 
Anthroposophical Bank in Bochum, Germany, then at 
the Conference “Social Future”, again in Bochum, and 

finally at a conference on meditation at the Goetheanum. His name 
is Tho Ha Vinh, and he is now the Program Director of the Centre 
for Gross National Happiness in Bhutan. The story of his life is quite 
amazing.

He was born in 1951, as the son of a Vietnamese father and a French 
Mother. He grew up in France, but in the background was the war 
in Vietnam, first the struggle for freedom against France, then the 
war with America. He decided to do something for the peace in 
the world, but it had to be also a spiritual path. He met a woman in 
Vienna, who advised him to go to the Goetheanum. There he found 
a sentence in a brochure that struck him: “God makes Eurythmy, and 
as a result the human form is created”. So he studied Eurythmy, and 
for several years he was teaching French and Eurythmy at a German 
Waldorf school. 

From 2005 to 2011 he worked as director at the International 
Committee of the Red Cross. In this position he visited many war 
zones. An experience in war-torn South Sudan became a turning 
point in his life. A woman with a baby stood in front of him. She was 
so starved, that she had no milk any more for the child. This touched 
him more than all the statistics of starving and hunger in the world. 
He reflected on the causes of this misery. He realized: On the one 
side in this war were farmers. They needed water for their fields. On 
the other side were nomads. They needed water for their cattle. In 
the past there was enough water for all of them, but due to climate 
change the wells started drying up, the Sahara desert expanded. It 
was a war over water, which was essential for survival. This war was 
fought with the most modern weapons, with machine guns and at-
tack helicopters. They could buy these weapons, because they had 
money from oil in the area. And because western companies were 
keen to sell them weapons in order to make a profit.

So, who was to blame for the war and all the cruelty? It would not 
happen, if mankind did not interfere with our climate. It would not 
happen with this cruelty and at that scale without the internation-
al arms-trade. So, who was responsible? At this point he understood 
the concept of “structural violence”. Neither climate change nor the 
arms-trade are caused by some individuals. They are a consequence 
of the way we relate to the world and to others. He summed it up as 
a threefold alienation.

• We are alienated from nature, who is ultimately our mother, 
otherwise we would not treat our environment as we do.

• We are alienated from our fellow human beings, otherwise 
there would not be these wars, the crime and the lack of inter-
est in our fellow humans.

• We are alienated from ourselves. We don’t know who we are, 
what our role on this planet is. And this is actually the ultimate 
cause of the other two alienations.

He realized, that working for the Red Cross and supporting victims 
of natural disasters and wars was not enough, it did not address the 
root causes of our problems. So he became the program director of 
the Centre for Gross national Happiness in Bhutan. 

The history of this Centre sounds like a fairy-tale. In 1972 the third 
king of the ruling dynasty died, and his young son, aged 16, became 
the fourth king. What does a boy charged with this responsibility 
do? (I think of my grade 10 students and wonder what they would 
have done!). For two years he (mostly) walked all over his land and 
talked to his subjects, asking them what they expected from his gov-
ernment. Returning to his capital he realized: The common denom-
inator of all their different wishes was: they wanted to be HAPPY! 
(Surprise, surprise!). He consulted with his advisors and concluded, 
that this must become the core of their government program. “If the 
government cannot create happiness for its people, then there is 
no purpose for government to exist”. The concept of Gross National 
Happiness as opposed to Gross National Product was born. 

They decided on four pillars:
Tho Ha Vinh explained, that these 4 pillars are similar to Rudolf 
Steiner’s Threefold Order, with the addition of the environment. Any 
major decision of government will be checked against these 4 pillars. 
If for example a western company wants to establish a mine, it will be 
rejected if it does not satisfy these criteria.

Every few years the government sends out thousands of volunteers 
with lengthy questionnaires to interview the people regarding their 
level of happiness. Each interview lasts two or more hours, and in-
cludes questions like the following:

We would like to know how you spent your time yesterday. Starting 
at 4:00 am yesterday, can you please recount various activities you 
performed and how long they took? 

In the last month, how often did you socialize with your neighbors?

I have seen this questionnaire: it has 143 questions!!

These answers are analyzed and used to create an index of happiness 
for the country. In the survey of 2015   91% of the population were 
happy with their lives! No wonder in a country with good govern-
ance, good education and free healthcare! The economy grows an-
nually by more than 6%, unemployment is at 2.5%.

In 2008 the fourth king resigned, after abolishing the traditional ab-
solute monarchy and establishing a democracy. His son, the fifth 
king, is now more of a beloved and respected figurehead, living in 
a humble bungalow, where he likes to invite ordinary citizens for tea! 

10 years ago, the idea of national happiness was still ridiculed. Now 
everybody takes it seriously. Politicians, unions, academics, students 
want to hear more about it. Tho Ha Vinh travels the world giving 
talks about it. Some big companies and some governments are tak-
ing note and start implementing aspects of this idea. I felt privileged 
and inspired by listening three times to this extraordinary man, who 
is also deeply immerged in Anthroposophy.

Martin Wigand, October 2017

Bhutan, the Happy Country

Here some more facts about Tho Ha Vinh, taken 
from the internet, as he is a very humble person.

He has been the Head of training, learning and develop-
ment at the International Committee of the Red Cross 
from 2005 to 2011. In this position he has developed and 
implemented a “People Leadership and Management pro-
gramme” for over 600 mid-level managers and 140 senior 
managers including all the executives of the ICRC. He has 
trained humanitarian professionals working in war zones 
and emergency response in Asia, the Middle East, Africa 
and Europe.

Dr. Ha Vinh is the founder and chairman of Eurasia 
Foundation, a humanitarian NGO developing educational 
programmes for children and youths living with disabili-
ties, as well as ecological projects in Vietnam.

He is a visiting fellow in adult education and humanitarian 
work in several Universities (Hue/Vietnam, UCL/Belgium, 
Geneva/Switzerland).

His fields of research include: Cognitive and emotional  
development, social and motivational dimensions  
of learning, multiple intelligence, contemplative learning 
practices, interactive learning strategies, biographical  
dimensions of learning, mentoring and coaching  
He is a Buddhist teacher (Dharmacharya) in the  
Tradition of Vietnamese Zen Buddhism (ordained  
by Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh).
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This theme, The 12 Precious Foundation Stones of the Heavenly 
Jerusalem - which he has been researching for over 30 years - unites 
science, religion and spiritual science in profound images and 
symbols.

Michael used two biblical passages, first from the Apocalypse of 
John where the image components of the Heavenly Jerusalem 
are revealed, including the twelve precious stones found in the 
Foundations. He then alerted us to a passage in the Book of Exodus 
where the many layered robes of a priest are described, the outer-
most layer of these being the priestly breastplate where the same 
12 precious stones are placed over the breast of the priest, over the 
heart chakra with its 12 petals.

Michael, in such a lively way, explored the “names”, the elemental 
composition of the gems and their cosmic qualities (R.Steiner having 
indicated their relationship with the Zodiac), coming to the picture 
of the 12 Soul Qualities that through one’s own effort can be trans-
formed into the 12 Spirit Virtues of the future. These 12 Spirit Virtues 
set the scene for the essential components for the next great evolu-
tionary epoch of ‘Jupiter’.

Michael informed us that the actual stones are not agreed upon,  
that their translations can have various options e.g. the “Blue Stone” 
is often translated as Sapphire but Michael brought a convincing ar-
gument that it is Lapis Lazuli, firstly as Sapphire was not yet known 

in the ancient world and more importantly, Lapis Lazuli is a Silicate, 
like the other 11 stones, whereas Sapphire is not. Silica, having an 
important place in the Elementary Table, is found directly beneath 
Carbon and is its mimic, Carbon being the basis for all living matter, 
(the Philosopher’s Stone) and the fact that they both have the crystal 
structure of cubic diamond.

Michael then asked me to add a few words to this report:

At the end of my talk on the Cosmic Jewellery of the New Jerusalem, 
I failed to conclude as I had planned, due partly to the time, and also 
due partly to having actually completed a look into the tale of each 
stone. I had wanted to draw the attention to the difference between 
the priestly breastplate of old (a symbol of the crust of the earth, en-
casing a living being) and the foundations of the Heavenly Jerusalem 
(a cubic crystalline form that is the measure of a man - and equally 
an angel). Here the stones are the spiritual virtues of the transformed 
soul processes and represent the inner life of man. So, what was outer 
is now inner and what was mineralised silicon is now pure spiritual 
substance.

We can look forward to Michael returning to us on Friday evening, 
9 February 2018, when he will speak on “The Giraffe, the Tourmaline 
and the Baobab - and more!”: An esoteric picture of Africa east of the  
Great Rift Valley.

The 12 Precious 
Foundation Stones 
of the Heaven 
Jerusalem 
- a talk by Michael Merle

At Sophia House we were again 

fortunate to host Michael, and 

true to form, the evening was filled 

with his love and depth of study of 

Anthroposophy coupled with his 

understanding of ancient languages 

and his humour. 

Recent Events at Sophia House 
Resonate Together
Participants at a recent Sophia House workshop 

presented by Tessabella
 
Lovemore are planning 

to meet and explore together the subject of 

Active Practical Love.  We left the workshop 

with hearts full of gratitude, yearning to practice 

what we had learnt about the simple beautiful 

truth of loving forgiveness.  

In an ouroboros-like way, recent Sophia House 

talks and workshops have seamlessly followed 

each other and yet, the subjects are different.  A 

study workshop  on The Growth and Expansion 

of Organs of Spirit (with Michael Grimley), 

flowed into 4 weekly evenings of slides and 

insights on Cosmic  Script with Cyril, which was 

interspersed with a talk by Michael and Briar 

on  Kallosophia’s growth over 7 years and their 

interest in spiritual mysteries of  Africa.  Different 

teachers, different topics, different days or 

weeks, but the ouroboros  has incorporated 

these patterns and rhythmically rolled on to 

the same goal. 

With gratitude to those who offered these 

insights, and may we who participated, in our 

own way, out of our own free will,  continue 

gathering and questing, hoping to understand 

and share in the true evolving of ourselves, 

others and the World.

   Jilla Benneyworth
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“Searching 
for the New 
Mysteries in 
Africa”

A talk at given at Sophia 

House by Michael and  

Briar Grimley on the  

22 October 2017.
This promising lecture title stirred my interest and I soon found my-
self ascending the symbolic stairway to the Sophia House lecture 
room. I was early, and contemplated the mystery of the room it-
self where various architectural devices competed with one anoth-
er to totally absorb the vocal offerings of even the best of speakers. 
Caroline Hurner intuited a central theme of the talk that followed 
with her warm welcome and her dry humor in reminding us that it 
was, in fact, Sunday afternoon. Michael and Briar were introduced, 
and so began their two part talk. 

Briar created a context for the lecture title “Searching for the new 
mysteries in Africa” with a modest overview of their work as the 
founders of Kallosophia* over the past seven years. Guided by 
Anthroposophy, Michael and Briar’s individual and combined work 
led them to seek seeds of the new mysteries in the myths and pic-
tures of Africa. A new realization arose within them concerning the 
beauty and wisdom inherent in the diverse cultures of this often ma-
ligned continent. Inspired by a call to “revere Africa”, they have em-
barked on a journey in search of these seeds; travelling, researching 
and gathering. 

Referring back to their striving through Kallosophia, Briar highlight-
ed their resolve to work through the aspect of Beauty and Wisdom 
in their courses to create opportunities for spiritual growth. For those 
who have participated in their artistic workshops over the years  
these heart and soul activities have created substance. This was ev-
idenced by Briar’s slide presentation of studio activity and selected 
artworks inspired by their courses. The intention here was to show 

Beauty, yet some members of the gathering remained more con-
cerned with whom the author of the artworks were, and perhaps 
missed the point.

This human condition pre-empted the opening point of Michael 
Grimley’s address – that a feeling of humility and reverence must be 
cultivated by the seeker in his quest for seeds of the new mysteries. 
In their own quest to this end, Michael spoke candidly of his initial na-
ivety concerning the spiritual richness of this continent, and the diffi-
culty in being able to penetrate the diverse African mysteries which 
remain hidden and protected. 

Michael and Briar focused their research on the spiritual cultures of 
the Africans, Khoi-San, African Islam, Ethiopia and the introduction of 
European esotericism through settlement. The unveiling of the Afro-
Islamic mysteries poses real challenges for those outside of the inner 
circles. Reference was made to Rudolph Steiner’s 1923 lecture on the 
qualities and characteristics of mystery centers (GA 232) to show how 
secrets remained hidden from the general public in temples and 
sanctuaries. Enormous wisdom emerged from these centers; they 
held guiding aspects for man such as the oracles and their revela-
tions. In the past these mystery centers facilitated processes of initi-
ation, whereby insights into the spiritual world could come about in 
a healthy and holistic manner. A deepening of the 1923 lectures was 
brought in the form of a diagram of a diagonal cross, in which the 
end of each arm was an inter-cardinal compass point: NW, NE,SW and 
SE. These co-ordinates offered a picture representing the spacial di-
versity of the ancient  mystery centers according to their geographic 

location determined by the elemental qualities of damp-cold, dry-
cold, damp-warmth and dry- warmth respectively. This diagram 
was then superimposed on the map of Africa with the correlations 
between these points, their characteristics and geographical posi-
tions made apparent. Michael spoke of the quality of warmth as it is 
reflected in the people of Africa, and dispersed between the damp 
warmth of West Africa evident in Malidoma Somé’s writings on the 
significance of water in ritual, and the dry warmth evident in the fire 
mysteries of the Phoenix in the time of the Queen of Sheba and her 
home in Ethiopia to the South East of Egypt. 

There emerges from all of this an unfolding of a historical time line. 
Rudolph Steiner indicates in a lecture series to Christian Community 
Priests (GA 345) how all the ancient mysteries come to a culmination 
in the mystery of Golgotha. In the Lazarus event a picture is given of 
what was to come out of Golgotha, where the mystery bearing the 
challenge “I come not to baptize with water but with fire” no longer 
takes place in secret sanctuaries or temples but comes right out into 
the world!   This new form of revelation was shocking for those who 
remained rooted in the past. In a broadening of this aspect of fire, the 
Prometheus theme of the ‘stealing of fire from the gods and giving it 
to man’ is connected to the spiritual shift for man from the commu-
nity to the individual – it is about the Ego. In Anthroposophy fire is 
linked with the Ego, and the relationship between the higher aspect 
of man and his Ego is embodied in the question “who am I?” This is 
integral to the search for seeds of the new mysteries; and, with the 
correlation of warmth, reveals the  significance of searching for these 
seeds in Africa.     

A look back at the feeling that accompanied the decline of astrol-
ogy and the rise of alchemy in the medieval age showed a deep-
ly tragic mood for the loss of connection to higher spiritual beings. 
Through Anthroposophy, Michael emphasised, we are encouraged 
to become fully awake! This statement seemed to have an immedi-
ate incarnating effect on those attendees whose minds had perhaps 
begun to wander as can happen on a Sunday afternoon when cake 
and tea are imminent. Perhaps sensing this, Michael closed his lec-
ture by offering some valuable points, clues in fact, for those intent 
on seeking the seeds of the new mysteries: Look to the laying of the 
Foundation Stone of the Anthroposophical Society and the aspect of 
the will as a way into the future; and the fact that the new myster-
ies are everywhere. Michael gratefully noted the establishment of the 
Anthroposophical Society and Movement at the tip of Africa in rela-
tion to this need for will, and for the substance that has been created 
out of this deed. We must find new seeds, he says, but more impor-
tantly we need to plant them elsewhere on this continent.

   Jonathan Stodel

* Kallosophia-forsoulandspirit.blogspot.co.za
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New Books 
Catalogued in 2017:
The Basil Gibaud Memorial Trust 
each year gives the Basil Gibaud 
Library a very generous donation that 
allows us to buy new books.  Below 
is a list of the ones that were  

bought this year:

Many other books have been generously donated this year from: Julian Abramson, 
Greta Beckenstein, Thaliza Holmes and Lynn Smit, and with the kind help of Linda 
Merrett we have decided which ones to keep and which ones to sell. Any proceeds 
from the sale of these books will be used to buy new children’s books.

As from next year I will regenerate the library newsletter so watch this space for  
reviews of the books listed below.  

The Basil Gibaud 
Memorial Library  

Some of 
our new 
Books!

The Society offers heart felt 

gratitude to the dedicated 

library volunteers, some of 

whom are seen here  

enjoying our annual  

thank you tea and cake

• The Electronic Doppelgänger – The Mystery of the Double 
in the Age of the Internet by Rudolf Steiner

• The Human Spirit: Past and Present – Occult Fraternities and 
the Mystery of Golgotha by Rudolf Steiner

• Michael’s Mission – Revealing the Essential Secrets of 
Human Nature by Rudolf Steiner

• Problems of Society – An Esoteric View: From Luciferic Past 
to Ahrimanic Future by Rudolf Steiner

• Acts of the Heart by Robert Sardello

• The Art of Being Human by Deborah Ravetz

• Companion Plants and How to Use Them by Helen Philbrick & 
Richard Gregg

• Esoteric Physiology: Consciousness And Disease  
By Dennis Klocek

• Festivals in the Southern Hemisphere by Martin Sampson

• Green Hermeticism, Alchemy and Ecology by Peter Lamborn 
Wilson, Christopher Bamford and Kevin Townley

• Happy Children, Happy Home by Lou Harvey-Zahra

• The Hidden Geometry Of Flowers : Living Rhythms, Form 
And Number  By Keith Critchlow

• Learning to Experience the Etheric World – Empathy, 
the After-Image and a New Social Ethic by Urieli, & 
Müller-Wiedemann

• Love as the Source of Education –  The Life Work of Helmut 
von Kügelgen 
Susan Howard (Editor)

• More than a Play of Fancy by Willem Frederik Veltman

• A Psychology of Human Dignity by Ad Dekkers

• Raphael’s Madonna – Images for the Soul

• Sensitive Beekeeping by Jack Bresette-Mills

• Simplicity Parenting by Kim John Payne with Lisa M. Ross

• Slow Counselling Emphasizing the Healing Power of 
Relationships Edited and introduced by David Tresemer

•  Mud and Muck by Jonathan Code (kindly bought and donated 
by Avice Hindmarch)

The Society also budgets for books to be purchased and these are 
the ones we have bought and catalogued so far:

• Educating Traumatized Children by Bernd Ruf

• The Art of Thinking by Mieke Mosmuller

   Debbie Ludik
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Join our 
Biodynamic 
Team
Many of the South African youth are asking how they can participate 
more actively with nature and get involved in a land based career.

Agro ecology addresses practical solutions to the serious challeng-
es of global warming, nutrition and economy. Furthermore Steiner 
introduced new and very advanced technologies that now need to 
be worked with to tackle the growing environmental concerns. What 
better way is there than now to engage with these insights and train 
to be a farmer or a gardener? Our on-farm based training is ideal for 
those wanting to learn while doing by working beside an experi-
enced farmer. 

You can now join the 2 year on-farm  training ( developed by 
Crossfields)  in Biodynamic agriculture and get a learner-ship diploma 
accredited by Agri Seta. 

The aim of the course is for learners to develop the skills needed to 
run an enterprise on a farm, gain practical experience and attend 
workshops 25 days per annum.

Students get together to learn about the holistic development of the 
farm organism by studying the phenomenology of soil, plants, ani-
mals and how humans consciously take responsibility for the farm 
and community. The farmer and gardener   strives to nurture and 
balance the interdependent elements in the farm organism thus en-
suring the development of food that co-evolves with vitality and re-
flects the farm individuality.

The course is now in its fourth year and has very recently received 
local  accreditation  and looks forward to registering new learners in 
Jan 2018. You can become an employed learner on a farm which as-
sists to cover your study requirements and basic financial needs. 

Part time learning 3 days a week over three years is also possible 
and furthermore experienced practitioners can join specific work-
shops over 14 days/ annum. For more information and a prospectus 
please email training@bsaasa.org.za or visit www.bdaasa.org.za.

News of ASWC 
Members

Wendy Crawford
Wendy Crawford, who not many of you will have met is a buoyant 
young woman with a deep love of the land. At the beginning of 
November she will have travelled to India to present at the Organic 
World Congress which is held in a different country every 3 years 
and is housed under IFOAM - the International Federation of Organic 
Agriculture Movements. 

Wendy has also been invited by a partnership between the Section 
for Agriculture at the Goetheanum Dornach and the Biodynamic 
Association of India where, after the World Organic Congress, a 
group of Biodynamic farmers from 15 countries, will have travelled 
together from Delhi to the district of Uttarakhand which lies at the 
low foothills of the Himalayas and exchange their experiences and 
wisdom together for  four days. Wendy says that this invitation has 
predominantly come through her slow and gentle work with the 
farmers of Abalimi Bezekhaya on the Cape Flats in their request to 
start practising Biodynamic Agriculture to accentuate their already 
strong organic practices and their love of producing food . .

Wendy’s journey will not end there, for she will then be flying on to 
Chennai, where she is to spend 3 days in the *Chromography labora-
tory with Dr Perumal, of the BD India Association, who has done as-
tonishing work with this method over the last 30 years!

We all wish you well Wendy and hope to hear of your experiences 
when you return.

*Chromography - In biodynamics, this technique was originally 
named capillary dynamolysis and is used to create a picture of the 
substance that can be interpreted directly. Approached in this way it 
can reveal something of the inner nature of a substance – its vitality 
and dynamics.

This all began when Rudolf Steiner noted that the icy crystals that 
form in winter on the panes of windows are different in a flow-
er shop from those appearing on the windows of a butcher shop, 
he suggested to Pfeiffer and to another of his early followers,  
Lily Kolisko, that they experiment in the lab with the formation of 
crystals as a means of demonstrating what he called his ‘formative 
forces’ in nature..

info@bdaasa.org.za • www.bdaasa.org.za • Spier Winery, Stellenbosch, Annandale Road • + 27 (0) 21 881 3628

To strengthen, promote and advance 
the practice of  biodynamic agriculture 
in Southern Africa

A limited number of  
places are available 
starting 2018.  Email 
training@bdaasa.org.za
for the prospectus or to 
make an appointment

DO YOU 
B E L I E V E 
YOU HAVE 
WHAT IT TAKES?

A two-year learnership diploma, NQF Level 5, accredited by 
AgriSETA - for the next generation of agro-ecological farmers  

www.bdaasa.org.za/training.html  training@bdaasa.org.za

ON-FARM TRAINING IN   
B I O D Y N A M I C 
AGRICULTURE

http://abalimi.org.za/

http://thewidermovement.org.za/1-abalimi.html
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Annette Chouler. 

By now most of you will know that our long-standing member, 
Annette Chouler, and her husband, Charles, were involved in an 
accident on the R27, returning from an 80th birthday celebration 
of a friend in Grotto Bay.

Annette and Charles’ initial experience was one of deep gratitude 
for being alive and being surrounded by so much prayer and love.

While Charles came away with a fractured elbow, Annette suffered 
a broken neck (C6). Thankfully the spinal cord was not damaged 
(this being regarded as a miracle) but she still needed surgery.  
This unfortunate incident took place at the end of August, and 
Annette has had to be in a neck brace since then.  

Anyone who knows Annette will know how frustrating this is for 
her.  She, being the person, who has always been found out and 
about visiting young and old alike, now finds herself being re-
stricted and the one who needs support.  Annette, we hope that 
although this has been a trying time it may also bring you many 
blessings, and we look forward to your complete recovery.

With warmth from all the members.

Dawn Cairs 
Dawn Cairs wishes to thank all those who helped in the sale 
of raffle tickets, and also to those who generously bought 
tickets in this fundraising initiative for the IPMT.

The winner of the two beautiful pastel drawings by Dawn 
was Wendy Lilje of Bloublommetjies Farm

Deep South Study Group
At present we are four members who meet on  
Fridays from 3-4pm in Fairy Knowe

We are reading Occult Science and are starting chapter 4  
next week.

All welcome

Contact Laura Moss 0795276238

Melville Segal 

Melville Segal  celebrated his 81st birthday on the first of 
November, and sadly prior to this he had to be admitted to 
the frail care at Trianon. Melville’s ability to work his beloved 
computer is going, now that he is not on his computer I am 
sure he would love to receive cards and those can be sent to 
him via Desree his wife at:

Mr and Mrs Segal
Unit 013 Riverside Place 
Alnwick road
Diep River
7800

The Tenants at 
Sophia House
This photo shows us together, from below upwards: Emma Stotko (eu-
rythmy teacher) with her spaniel Raphael, Boyd Kakonga (final year B.Ed. 
student at CFCE), Caroline Hurner (coordinator), Johanna Oltmanns (fund-
raiser for CFCE and its outreach projects) and Lulama (Johanna’s four 
year old daughter). As you can see we are a varied but most harmonious 
community. Sadly it is now time to say good bye to Boyd as he will be-
come a Class teacher at the Windhoek Waldorf School next year. We are 
so proud of you, and we acknowledge how seriously you embraced your 
studies. We must also say good bye to Johanna and Lulama BUT ONLY 
for a year or two as they will now go to be with Hortense (Oumama) 
in Stuttgart. We look forward to you returning back into Sophia’s arms 
which surely love you both.

Below you will see Lulama with Boyd and his girlfriend Samantha – a 4th 
year Kairos student..

Renata Sleigh 

Renata Sleigh is recovering from her pneumonia at home, 
for which she was a month ago hospitalised. However 
please continue to carry her in your thoughts as she is still 
frail and losing energy, but also very courageous, honest 
and motivated to sort out everything before she passes.

Asia Bas (3rd year eurythmy student) and Gabriella Antoine 

(2nd year B.Ed. student) will be moving in to Sophia House 

next year, we wish you both much joy with us.

News of ASWC Members
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Dates Early 2018 at a Glance
Day      Date  Event Title Venue
JANUARY………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Thurs-Sun  11-14   School of Spiritual Science Conference Sophia House

Tues	 16th																				 ASWC	Office	and	Library	re	Open									

FEBRUARY..................................................................................................................................
Fri	eve									 9th																	 The	Baobab,	Giraffe	and	Tourmaline	and	More!																																																												
	 7.30	pm	 talk	by	Michael	Merle																																																																	 Group	Room

Tues	eve									 27th															 Inner	Schooling	and	Meditation	with	Silke	Sponheuer	 Group	Room						
	 6.30	-8.30pm								First	of	3	evenings		

MARCH…….............................................................. ..................................................................

Tues 	eve								 6th																		 Inner	schooling	and	Meditation	with	Silke	Sponheuer	 Group	Room										
	 6.30	–	8.30pm							Second	of	3	evenings
Tues	eve							 13th	 Inner	schooling	and	Meditation	with	Silke	Sponheuer	 Group	Room										
	 6.30	–	8.30pm						Third	of	3	evenings

Plans towards a New Group 
Room – Feedback  
Dear Members

Life of the Society

At the AGM in May, the Development Group presented the findings 
of their investigation for a new Group Room by way of a proposal 
that illustrated what could be possible at Sophia House.  

The motivation for this proposal was  threefold:    i) to allow all mem-
bers access to our main  place of gathering  without having to ne-
gotiate a staircase (as at current);   ii)  to make our operation and 
meeting room space  compliant  with all legal requirements, ( e.g. fire 
escapes, parking requirements, operating consent from neighbours, 
etc) and   iii) to have a larger multipurpose meeting space with bet-
ter  acoustic performance (than the current room , under exposed 
thatch, such which offers almost no soundproofing  from street and 
neighbours) .

Etienne Bruwer presented a sketch proposal for a ‘best case’ scenario 
– based on design parameters and scope as had been arrived at by 
the Development group through exhaustive investigation of all po-
tential options.

The plan/design showed a simple Group Room on ground level – sit-
uated to the west of the main house (where at present the tenant’s 
park).  Included in the projects scope were provisions to cover the 
swimming pool with a concrete slab, thus enabling us to increase our 
off-street parking, whilst harvesting and storing rainwater for garden-
ing purposes, and converting the current upstairs Group Room into 
useable residential/other accommodation.

The AGM supported the motion in principle and instructed  the 
Development Group to complete the feasibility stage of the propos-
al. The task was delegated to Etienne to;   1 detail the design further,  
2   test the proposal vis-à-vis  council compliance  (ascertain if  pro-
posal can be passed by Council,  including approval by  Heritage,  
Zoning and Roads depts. )   3 confirm a budget (costing actual re-
fined design by registered builder).       

The work is in process, and we foresee that in the New Year, the 
Development group’s findings will be ready for circulation, enabling 
everyone to consider the proposal and then - at either a Special GM 
or the next AGM – to make a decision. 

Yours sincerely

Caroline Hurner  

on behalf of the Development Group 

Dear friends
Two years ago I mentioned to the ASWC Committee and Life of the 
Society Mandate that I would not be so actively involved as I need-
ed time for personal reasons. I am glad now to recommit myself fully 
again to support the Life of the Society Mandate and our very special 
coordinator! 

We at the Life of the Society Mandate are indeed blessed in our work. 
Deep respect and true listening is a characteristic   of all our meet-
ings and at the end I feel that what we achieve is always so much 
more than an individual’s first idea. Our impulse usually finds a 
wonderful resonance in our friends, whether they are members of 
the Anthroposophical Society, members of the Anthroposophical 
Movement or individuals freely seeking a spiritual reality in their lives. 
Deep thanks to Cobie Roelvert, Karen Suskin and Caroline Hurner.

This letter has a very special purpose. I wish to inform you about a 
very important initiative that was approved more that 2 years ago 
but that due to my personal situation in life I could not adequately 
support. Yet, owing to the efforts of the Life of the Society Mandate 
and Caroline, this initiative has already borne fruit. I am talking about 
the Life of Society Social Fund Initiative. Dear friends please make 
use of these funds. They are there to support your social initiatives 
so that your impulse out of Anthroposophy can be helped to reach 

our wider community. Our available funds for 2017 currently stand 
at R????.  

Please, if you would like to apply, send Caroline an application during 
February 2018. Remember that we want this fund to complement 
other funds like the Basil Gibaud Memorial Trust. This means that we 
will support the logistical aspects when these do not qualify for aid 
from the Basil Gibaud Memorial Trust. We started with a grant of R 
1,540 to the Michael Oak Youth Conference initiative in 2015. Since 
then we have used a small portion of our funds each year to better 
enable the work of the Life of Society (these have been reported at 
the AGMs).

If you would like to donate to this initiative, here are the bank details::

Life of Society Initiatives
Bank: Nedbank
Name: Life of Society Initiatives
Branch Code: 101109
Account number: 1105745716

Warm Regards

Cecilia
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Eva plucked the apple,

And Earth was stricken sore;

The sword of flame was flickering

At the green garden’s door

As she came down the mountain,

Carrying the apple’s core.

Eva plucked the apple,

And Earth’s starlight paled;

Eva plucked the apple,

And Earth’s music failed;

And soil and stone and crystal

And rain and river wailed.

Eva’s tree bore apples

Withered, hard and sour,

Till upon its branches

At the first Christmas hour

A golden star descended,

Enfolded in a flower.

Now Earth’s pain is lightened;

The sword’s fire backward blows;

Again is heard Earth’s music;

Again Earth’s starlight glows.

There’s a rose within the apple;

There’s a star within the rose.
Isabel Wyatt


